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ABSTRACT
This project is to develop an automated system for indoor
greenhouse where the condi8on inside the greenhouse can be
monitored through internet and mobile phone. The greenhouse will
have ar8ﬁcial light, an automated ven8la8on and an automated
irriga8on installed mainly to improve the plant growth rate while
the purpose of monitoring the condi8on is to ensure the reliability
of the system and in case there is any failure. The output monitoring
is displayed via internet in the form of Graphical User Interface
(GUI) and graph presenta8on for beBer data visualiza8on and
understanding.

RESULTS

Figure 2: Circuit diagram

OBJECTIVES:
•To implement ar8ﬁcial light for plant photosynthesis process using LED.
•To develop the automated system of growing
plant in indoor
greenhouse.
•To improve the system reliability, ﬂexibility and monitoring system of
the greenhouse opera8on through internet and wireless supervision.

PROBLEM STATEMENT:
•Shrink of agriculture land due to industrial, commercial and residen8al
development.
•Low agriculture produc8vity yield due to climate change.
•Food supply and demand constrain as human popula8on increase

METHODOLOGY:

Figure 3: Data displayed on
internet

Figure 4: Data displayed on
Android device
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Figure 5: Comparison (made outside the greenhouse container) between
specimen growth under arWﬁcial environment(right) and
specimen growth under natural sunlight(leY).
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Figure 1: Working procedure ﬂow chart.

Hardware
- The greenhouse constructed to provide space for plants, and
sensors and actuators installed.
- Passive element installed to conﬁne the ar8ﬁcial light.

SoYware
- Develop sensor module with Python to collect data and actuator module to
drive variable parameters.
- Develop embedded system by integrate sensor module and actuator module
using Python.
- Install Apache (Server), mySQL server and mySQL client to provide web
system plaPorm and database.
- Establish connec8on and fed sensor reading into database.
- Develop interface in the web site to display data in form of graph.
- Data fetched by PHP code from database, and query with SQL code, before
sent to HTML for clear graph view by JavaScript library (ChartJs) using Ajax.

Supported By:
CONCLUSION
Sunlight is not consistent and limited in 8me per day which could inﬂuence
the growth of plants in terms of rate and physical size. Therefore to allow
plants to grow faster a longer exposure to light can be prac8cal and this has
been accomplished with this project. The automated system for the
greenhouse has been successfully designed and installed. It can provide
ar8ﬁcial light, a good ven8la8on and irriga8on to op8mize the performance of
plant growth in the greenhouse with addi8onal online monitoring features.

